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Charcoal Salt Collection is a rolling collection of our all time best selling 
favourites. The charcoal items feature our flagship eri silk and khadi cotton blended 
fabric, and the salt items are crisp white khadi cotton. Our fabrics are hand crafted by 
conflict affected women in Northeast India, and our garments are constructed by fair-
labour women's cooperatives in Kolkata.  

A SLOW-FASHION MOVEMENT 
Our production runs twice a year in Spring/Summer and Autumn/
Winter. We believe in the creation of timeless quality 
products that are hand-made to last.  

Production and delivery time frames: All of our products are made in 
small batches. No matter what the quantity, all orders take 
10 weeks to produce.  

Minimum and maximum orders: Wholesale orders should be placed 
3-4 months prior to the next season release to ensure enough 
time to produce the fabric. A minimum order of 30 items is 
required and a maximum of 100 can be purchased at a time. 

Order cut off dates: Maximum order 12 weeks from end of season; 
minimum order 7 weeks from end of season. 

Payment Terms: Payment is required in full 14 days after 
receipt of items. Payment can be made by direct transfer or 
Paypal only. Credit may be accepted in some cases.  

Carriage Paid Level: Free shipping for orders of 50 items or 
more. 

Sales Terms: All pieces can be sold in retail or online with 
full branding and attribution.  

Cancellations and Returns policy: Any damaged or incorrect items may 
be returned for a full refund, including shipping costs, 
within 10 days of receipt of order. Cancellation of orders 
will only be accepted after 3 days of order placement.  

Media Assets: We can provide product and style shots to feature 
in any promotional activities, advertising, or via online 
stores will full branding and attribution.   



 

Description: Minimalist, zero-waste 
singlet. Created from our flagship silk 
and cotton blended fabric, a sustainable 
yet durable fibre indigenous to Assam. 
SKU: TFS-R-EK-CH 
Colour range: Charcoal  
Size Range: S, M, L, 
RRP: $89 AUD 
Wholesale price: $44 AUD 

Sizing: UK standard sizing S, M, L

Description: The Jody tee is flattering, 
strong and soft. Created from our 
premium flagship silk-cotton blend, a 
sustainable and durable fibre 
indigenous to Assam. Relaxed fit with 
contemporary detailing. Melbourne 
minimalism at its best.  
SKU: TFS-J-EK-CH 
Colour range: 
Size Range: S, M, L 
RRP: $99 AUD 
Wholesale price: $55 AUD 

Description: Made of light khadi cotton, 
the Clementine features a loose fit 
silhouette and a mid thigh length split - 
giving this simple cut a flirtatious streak. 
SKU: TFS-C-EK—CH 
Colour range: 
Size Range: S, M, L 
RRP: $119 AUD 
Wholesale price: $52 AUD 

Description: Minimalist, zero-waste 
singlet. Created from our flagship silk 
and cotton blended fabric, a sustainable 
yet durable fibre indigenous to Assam.  
SKU: TFS-A-EK-CH 
Colour range: 
Size Range: S, M, L 
RRP: $89 AUD 



 

Description: Minimalist, zero-waste 
singlet. Crisp simplicity meets 
sustainability, in the office or on the 
weekend.  
SKU: TFS-A-K-SA 
Colour range: 
Size range: S, M, L 
RRP: $79 AUD 
Wholesale price: $44 AUD 

Sizing: UK standard sizing S, M, L

Description: Minimalist, zero-waste 
singlet. Crisp simplicity meets 
sustainability, in the office or on the 
weekend.  
SKU: TFS-J-K-SA 
Colour range:  S, M, L 
Size range: 
RRP: $79 AUD 
Wholesale price: $55 AUD 



As part of The Fabric Social social impact 
initiatives we also love to support small women's 
organisations who need a lending hand. If you're 
a women's organisation doing some great work 

with art, design, and fabrics, we'd love to support 
you. Please contact us directly for more 

information. 
contact@thefabricsocial.com 


